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IB Learner Profile
As IB learners we strive to be:

In a dynamic world, we must
challenge learners of today to
inspire them to be the
change-makers of tomorrow. We
believe there is a leader in everyone
so we empower our learners with
strong skills and a sense of self for a
life filled with opportunity and
meaning.

The aim of all IB programmes is to
develop internationally minded
people who, recognising their
common humanity and shared
guardianship of the planet, help
create a better and more
Peaceful world

Communicators

Reflective

Inquirers

Balanced

Open-minded

Caring

Principled

Knowledgeable

Risk-takers

Thinkers
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The learner profile in action: Data Practices
Learner Profile

Strategic plan

Attributes

QA Sidra believes;

QAS learners act with integrity,
honesty, and with a strong sense of
fairness, justice and respect for the
dignity of the individual, groups and
communities. They take responsibility
for their own actions and the
consequences that accompany them

Qatar Academy Sidra’s Data Practices
& Protocols align with the GDR and
the IB philosophy, values, and beliefs.
We are collectively responsible for
promoting and adhering to our
expectations for data usage.

QAS learners develop their natural
curiosity. They acquire the skills
necessary to conduct inquiry and
research and show independence in
learning. They actively enjoy learning
and this love of learning will be

Learning at QAS is through
inquiry and we believe this
supports deeper levels of
conceptual understanding . As a
community of educators we use
data to build a dynamic and
responsive student learning
environment for the individual
to thrive.

Principled

sustained throughout their lives.

Inquirers
QAS Learners use critical and creative
thinking skills to analyse and take
action on complex problems. We
exercise initiative in taking responsible
action on complex problems. We
exercise initiative in making reasoned,
ethical decisions.

QA Sidra recognizes that academic
data and personal data can be used
to support student development and
holistic well-being. Using all data
points available allows each child to
experience personal success.

QAS learners are challenged to
thoughtfully consider the world and
our own ideas and experience. We
work to understand our strengths and
weaknesses in order to support our
learning and personal development.

QA SIdra reflects on all sources of data
to create an inclusive safe-haven where
all learners can be academically
successful and well-being is placed
first.

Thinker

Reflective
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Qatar Foundation Pre- University Data Usage
Vision
Leading Learning

Data Usage Policy and Procedures
Qatar Academy Sidra adheres to the QF PUE Data Policy and Procedures. The PUE Data Policy sets
forth the general principles for data usage in QF schools. The PUE Data Procedures Manual is
intended to provide uniformity of expectations among QF Schools, while at the same time allowing
for individual schools to promulgate procedures that reflect the uniqueness of their school
environment.
Document

Updated

PUE Data Usage Policy
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Qatar Academy Sidra Data Usage Practices
QA Sidra Vision (our aspiration)
Leading Learning to ensure our graduates are kind responsible citizens who achieve their academic
and personal potential to engage in meaningful lives in the service of the well-being of humanity.

QA Sidra Purpose Statement (our why)
In a dynamic world, we challenge learners of today to inspire them to be the change-makers of tomorrow.
We believe there is a leader in everyone so we empower our learners with strong skills and a sense of self for
a life filled with opportunity and meaning.

Slogan: ‘Challenging, inspiring and empowering roots to grow and wings to fly’

QAS Core Values
Kindness, Unity, Respect and Integrity. These core values are demonstrated through the IB Learner
Profile.
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General Data Usage Statement
Qatar Academy Sidra collects and uses personal information about staff, pupils, parents and other
individuals who come into contact with the school. This information is gathered in order to enable it
to provide education and other associated functions. In addition, there may be a legal requirement to
collect and use information to ensure that the school complies with its statutory obligations.
Qatar Academy Sidra understands its role as a Data Controller, and keeps records detailing the
information held and its use. These details are then available on the Qatar Academy Sidra
(qasidra.com.qa) website and on request from parents. Schools also have a duty to issue a Fair
Processing Notice to all pupils/parents, this summarises the information held on pupils, why it is
held and the other parties to whom it may be passed on.

Purpose
These practices and protocols are intended to ensure that personal information is dealt with
correctly and securely and in accordance with Qatari law number 13 2016, and other related
legislation. It will apply to information regardless of the way it is collected, used, recorded, stored
and destroyed, and irrespective of whether it is held in paper files or electronically.
All staff involved with the collection, processing and disclosure of personal data will be aware of their
duties and responsibilities by adhering to these guidelines.
Personal Information
● Personal information or data is defined as data which relates to a living individual who can be
identified from that data, or other information held.
Data protection principles
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) establishes eight enforceable principles that
must be adhered to at all times:
1. Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully.
2. Personal data shall be obtained only for one or more specified and lawful purposes.
3. Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive.
4. Personal data shall be accurate and where necessary, kept up to date.
5. Personal data processed for any purpose shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that
purpose or those purposes.
6. Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects under the
appropriate laws
7. Personal data shall be kept secure i.e., protected by an appropriate degree of security;
8. Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside the legally specified area,
unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of data protection.
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Guiding Statements
Qatar Academy Sidra is committed to maintaining the above principles at all times. Therefore, the
school will:
● Inform individuals why the information is being collected when it is collected
● Inform individuals when their information is shared, and why and with whom it was shared
● Check the quality and the accuracy of the information it holds
● Ensure that information is not retained for longer than is necessary
● Ensure that when obsolete information is destroyed that it is done so appropriately and
securely
● Ensure that clear and robust safeguards are in place to protect personal information from
loss, theft and unauthorised disclosure, irrespective of the format in which it is recorded
● Share information with others only when it is legally appropriate to do so
● Set out procedures to ensure compliance with the duty to respond to requests for access to
personal information, known as Subject Access Requests
● Ensure our staff are aware of and understand our policies and procedures
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A Culture of Data
A culture refers to an organisations ability to use data to make decisions which will directly inform
and support strategic and operational outcomes. At Qatar Academy Sidra we aspire to maintain a
‘culture of data’ where through collaborative approaches we maintain a holistic perspective upon
data collection, safeguarding and analysis to make decisions that drive growth and enhance learning
outcomes. A holistic approach to data encompasses being principled, balanced and knowledgeable
about:
●
●
●
●

What data do we collect?
How data is collected?
Where data is located and stored?
How data is monitored?

As a learning community we are thinkers and reflective to consider the components that drive a
culture of data:
●
●
●
●

Human resource capabilities
Human resource processes
Technology capabilities
Technology processes
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Adapted from Millan Data Science Strategies
Starting point to look at specific data practices across divisions, draw from here, start at pg 8
of this doc

Primary

Academia

What
(What form of
data is
collected?)

How
(How is it used?)

Where
(Where is it
located)

Seesaw - Student
Portfolios

Digital portfolios for
documenting and
monitoring learning

https://app.see
saw.me/

Monitoring
(How is it
monitored,
when and by
who?)
All Primary
Set up
beginning of
year PYPC,
GDC, Arabic
Lead

Tracking and
evidencing of:
● ATL skill
development
● Learner
Profile
Development
● Knowledge,
Skill and
Conceptual
understandin
gs

Monitored by
PYPC, GLL’s,
GDC
throughout
programme of
inquiry
Further
guidance in
QAS Seesaw
Guidance

Support
differentiated
instruction
Whole school
communication tool
SST Services Case
Data
● ILP
● IAP
● SST support
case notes

Document, track and
monitor SST
interventions and
support

SST Sidra

Inclusion
Coordinator,
Primary
Principal,
GDC, LS team
Monitoring led
by Inclusion
Coordinator
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ATL and Semester
Reports

Reporting on
learning

QF Sharepoint
GradeBook

Documents and
informs learning
community on:
● Student
progress
-ATL skills
development
● Achievement
across all
curriculum
areas

Professional
Learning Tracker

Track Professional
Learning
participation and
allocations
Supports alignment
with whole school
strategic objectives.

Grade Level
Meeting Minutes

Pastoral

Documenting and
evidencing team
meetings

Student data files - Support student
Anecdotal records tracking

Located in
Primary Quick
links
Professional
Learning Form

As detailed in
QAS
Assessment
Practices and
Protocols.
Guidance
provided in
Primary School
Report Writing
Guide
Coordination
of timelines
and report
admin - PLT as
per annual
reporting
cycle
L&T
Coordinator,
PYPC & PLT
on an as need
basis

Professional
Learning
Tracker
(Responses)

More detail
provided in
QAS
Professional
Learning
Practices

Grade level
team meeting
minutes

Coordinated
by PYPC, GDC
and GLLs

QAS Student
Files

Continuously
as and when
needed by,
homeroom
teachers,
Learning
Support
teachers,
Counselors
and GDC.

● Behavioural
incident
forms
● Hopes and
concerns
● Parent
communicati
on
● Parent/Teac
her

Annual roll
over by admin
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conference
meeting
notes

support staff
& GDC.

Accident report
log

Documenting and
tracking of students
accidents

Accident Report PLT, Nurse, All
Form - located
staff as
in Primary
required
Quick Links
Updated by
Well-being
Assistant
Principal as
needed

Incident
Behaviour Report
log

Documenting and
tracking of major
and minor behaviour
incidents

QAS Incident
Form located in
Primary
Quicklinks

All staff as
needed

Pass up files

As needed
through the
year &
specifically as
indicated on
the primary
school
assessment
calendar by
homeroom
teachers.

Support and
informs:
● Pastoral
intervention
supports
● Structures
and systems
to support
positive
student
behaviour
Pass up files
● Work
samples
● Pastoral care
notes
● Academic
snapshots

Informs subsequent
homeroom teachers
to give an snapshot
over of students

Updating,
communicatio
n and
monitoring
GDC,
Counselor
and GLLs

Monitored by
GLLs & GDC
quarterly.
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Language Profiles

Identify language
needs of enrolling
students. Informs
NP class placement

Admissions/
Demographics

Hard Copy,
uploaded to
OpenApply
through
admissions

Admissions
Officer Collates and
uploads as a
part of
admissions
GDC & Arabic
lead Coordinate
during class
placement and
scheduling

Admissions
selection process
Identify areas of need
Prior Knowledge
Balance community
demographics
Inform decision
making for classlist
selections

PowerSchool
● Attendance
● Student and
Family
demographic
data
● Class lists
and
groupings,
Course
enrolment &
Bell
Scheduling

Staff leave and
absences

Track student
attendance and
student, family
contact information

QAS
PowerSchool
https://school.
qf.org.qa/admi
n
https://school.
qf.org.qa/teach
ers

Tracking and staff
absences and leave

Primary
Principal,
GDC, Nurse,
Homeroom
teachers,
Counselors,
Inclusion
Coordinator,
Admin
Support

https://school.
qf.org.qa/subs

Beginning of
year GDC
coordinates
upload of class
lists groupings,
course
enrolment

Located in
Primary

All staff as
needed
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Quicklines

-logged in ERP

Leave
Application
Form

Monitored by
Director,
Primary
Principal,
GDC, HR
Officer

Other
Authorised
Leave
Application
Form
Weekly Cover
document located in PS
Bulletin

Staff absence
tracker and
Weekly Cover
document
monitored on
need basis by
GDC.

Staff absence
tracker

Framework template

Early
Years

What
(What form of data
is collected?)

Academia

Grade level data
files:
Includes:
● Bonnie
Campbell Hill
Reading and
Writing
Continuums
● Reading and
Math data
(PM)
● KG Math data

How
(How is it used?)

Support
instructional
decisions,
differentiation and
interventions

Where
(Where is it
located)

Monitoring
(How is it
monitored,
when and by
who?)

Google Drive
folder

As specified by
QAS
Assessment
Practices and
Protocols by
homeroom
teacher, LS
teacher
Student reading and/or
and math data
Inclusion
sheets
coordinator.
Collation

Authorised by the International Baccalaureate to offer the Primary Years, Middle Years and Diploma Programmes.
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● Progress
monitoring
● LS
interventions

overseen by
GDC and
Inclusion
coordinator

Admissions/ Student school
Demographi application
cs

OpenApply
Google Drive
Admissions
folder

● Inschool
developed PS
Screeners

Some hard
copies in
primary GDC
office

● Admissions
spreadsheet
● Parent

Admissions
Officer,
Well-being
Assistant
Principal,
Primary
Principal,
GDC,
Counselor.
See QAS
Admissions
Practices

interviews

● Admissions
surveys

PYP 1 - 5

Academia

What
(What form of
data is
collected?)
Grade level data
sheets
Includes:
● MAP data
● Reading and
Math data
(PM, AIMS
web)
● WIDA
● Progress
monitoring
● LS
interventions

How
(How is it used?)

Support instructional
decisions,
differentiation and
interventions

Where
(Where is it
located)

Grade level
Data Sheets

Monitoring
(How is it
monitored,
when and by
who?)
As specified
by QAS
Assessment
Practices and
Protocols by
homeroom
teacher, LS
teacher
and/or
Inclusion
coordinator.
Collation
overseen by
GDC and
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Inclusion
coordinator
MAP Data
● Reading
● Math
● Language
usage (PYP 3
- 5, only)

Analyse and respond
to student growth
over time against
international norms

Teaching &
Learning>
Assessment>
MAP
www.nwea.org

As specified
by QAS
Assessment
Practices and
Protocols
Collation,
monitoring
and analysis
lead by GDC &
PYPC
Family report
shared with
parents - GDC
and PYPC
Faculty login
and test
admin
coordinated
by GDC

Arabic
Achievement Data

● Tala
● Mubbakir

Record and track
student achievement
in Arabic literacy
development

Online http://diglossi
a.net/

PYP1-5
Arabic Lead,
NPS, Primary
Principal

Determine and set
individual and group
goals and
interventions
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MYP

Academia

What
(What form of data is
collected?)

Grade level data sheets
Includes:
● MAP data
● Reading and Math
data
● WIDA
● Progress monitoring
● LS interventions

How
(How is it
used?)

Supports
instructional
decisions,
differentiation
and
interventions

Where
(Where is
it
located)

Monitoring
(How is it
monitored,
when and by
who?)

MAP Data

As specified by
QAS Assessment
The Green Practices and
Club
Protocols by
Assessme Homeroom
nt Tracker teachers,
GLL’s and LS
teachers
Student
Support
Trackers
Collation
overseen by
MYPC, SST and
GDC

MAP Data
● Reading
● Math
● Language usage
(MYP 6 - 9 only)

Analyse and
respond to
student growth
over time
against
international
norms

MAP Data

As specified by
QAS Assessment
Practices and
Protocols by
Homeroom
teachers,
GLL’s and LS
teachers
Student scores
shared with
parents via
Principal and
SST
MAP goals
generated by
students and
monitored by
Homeroom
teachers
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Professional Learning
Tracker (PL)

Track
Professional
Learning
participation
and allocations
Supports
alignment with
whole school
strategic
objectives.

Found in
QAS
Secondary
Al Nashra
Quick
Links
QAS
Professio
nal
Learning
Practices
and
Protocols

L&T
Coordinator,
MYPC & SSLT
on an as need
basis
More detail
provided in
QAS
Professional
Learning
Practices and
Protocols

and
QA-S
Professio
nal
Learning
Form
(Response
s)

SST Services Case Data
● ILP
● IAP
● SST support case
notes
● TLC Student
Assessments

Document,
track and
monitor SST
interventions
and support
Staff supported
with
accomodations

SST Sidra
MAM
Meetings
Data
(ILP/IAP
students)

Monitored by
SST
Coordinator, L
&T
Coordinator, LS
Team, GLL’s and
GDC
Monitor subject
teachers
implementation
and impact of
accommodation
s and
differentiation
strategies
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Pastoral

Student data files Anecdotal records

Continuously as
QAS
and when
Student
needed by
files
homeroom and
subject
GLL
teachers,
Pastoral
Learning
Post
Support
teachers,
QAS
Counselors and
Hopes and GDC.
Concerns
document Annual roll over
by
Behaviour Admin,
incident
Support staff &
report
GDC.
forms

● Behaviour incident
Report forms
● Hopes and concerns
meetings
● Grade Level Leader
(GLL) Pastoral Post
updates on student
behaviour and
interventions
● Parent/Teacher
conference meeting
notes

Pastoral Post
● Grade Level Leader
(GLL) Pastoral Post
updates on student
behaviour and
interventions

Incident report log

Informs
Homeroom
teachers of
weekly
Behaviour
updates on
students at risk
and/or with
intervention
plans

GLL
Pastoral
Post

Documenting
and tracking of
major and
minor
behaviour
incidents

Behaviour All staff as
incident
needed
report
forms
Updating,
communication
and monitoring
Student
GLL’s,
Reflection Counselor and
sheet
GDC

Support and
informs:
● Pastoral
intervent
ion
support

Ongoing
updates by
GLL’s and GDC
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● Structure
s and
systems
to
support
positive
student
behaviou
r

Admissions/
Demographics

Admissions Applications

Track
Admissions
applications,
communication
and application
status

QAS
OpenApply

Monitored by
Admissions
Officer,
Well-being
Assistant
Principal,
Secondary
Principal, GDC,
Counselor.
See QAS
Admissions
Practices
Monitored at
weekly
admissions
committee
review
meetings.

Language Profiles

Identify
language needs
of enrolling
students.
Informs
Homeroom
class placement
and/or English
B support
classes

Hard Copy
written
exercise,
uploaded
to
OpenApply
through
Admission
s

PowerSchool (work in
progress)

Track student
attendance and
student, family
contact
information and

QAS
Secondary
PowerScho Principal, GDC,
ol
Nurse,
Homeroom
https://sc teachers,

● Attendance
● Student and Family

Admissions
Officer - Collate
and upload as a
part of
Admissions
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demographic data
● Homeroom and
Class lists and
groupings,
● Course enrolment
● Semester Reports

Grade Level Meeting
Minutes

DP

What
(What form of data is
collected?)

student
academic
progress

hool.qf.org. Counselors,
qa/admin
SST
Coordinator,
https://sc Admin
hool.qf.org. Support
qa/teacher
s
Beginning of
year, GDC
https://sc coordinates
hool.qf.org. with GLL’s, the
qa/subs
accuracy of
class lists
groupings,
course
enrolment

Documenting
and evidencing
Team meetings

Grade
Level
Leader
Meetings

Coordinated by
GDC, GLL’s and
MYPC

How
(How is it
used?)

Where
(Where is it
located)

Monitoring
(How is it
monitored,
when and by
who?)

Academia
Pastoral
Admissions/
Demographics

Complaints
Complaints will be dealt with in accordance with the Qatar Academy Sidra complaints.

Review
This policy will be reviewed as it is deemed appropriate, but no less frequently than every 2 years.
The policy review will be undertaken by the Director or nominated representative.
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Contacts
If you have any enquiries in relation to this policy, please contact the Director who will also act as the
contact point for any subject access requests.
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Appendix 1
Qatar Academy Sidra
Procedures for responding to subject access requests made under the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and parts thereof enacted under Qatari Law.

Rights of access to information
There are two distinct rights of access to information held by schools about pupils.
1. Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) any individual has the right to make a request to
access the personal information held about them.
2. The right of those entitled to have access to curricular and educational records as defined by Qatari law.
These procedures relate to subject access requests made under the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)

Actioning a subject access request
1. Requests for information must be made in writing, which includes email, and be addressed to the
divisional principal and copied to the Director. If the initial request does not clearly identify the
information required, then further enquiries will be made.
2. The identity of the requestor must be established before the disclosure of any information, and
checks should also be carried out regarding proof of
relationship to the child. Evidence of identity can be established by requesting
production of:
●
passport
●
driving licence
●
utility bills with the current address
●
Birth / Marriage certificate
●
Employment contract
●
Credit Card or Mortgage statement
This list is not exhaustive.
3. Any individual has the right of access to information held about them. However, with children, this
is dependent upon their capacity to understand (normally age 12 or above) and the nature of the
request. The divisional principal should discuss the request with the child and take their views into
account when making a decision. A child with competency to understand can refuse to consent to the
request for their records. Where the child is not deemed to be competent an individual with parental
responsibility or guardian shall make the decision on behalf of the child.
4. Qatar Academy Sidra may make a charge for the provision of information, dependent upon the
following:
● Should the information requested contain the educational record then the amount charged
will be dependent upon the number of pages provided.
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● Should the information requested be personal information that does not include any
information contained within educational records schools can charge a reasonable fee to
provide it.
●
If the information requested is only the educational record viewing will be free, but a charge
not exceeding the cost of time and resources may be made.
5. The response time for subject access requests, once officially received, is 40 working days.
However, the 40 days will not commence until after
receipt of fees or clarification of information sought
6. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) allows exemptions as to the provision of some
information; therefore, all information will be reviewed prior to disclosure.
7. Third party information is that which has been provided by another, such as
the Police, Local Authority, Health Care professional or another school.
Before disclosing third party information consent should normally be obtained. However, best efforts
will be made to fulfil this request within the 40 working days stated.
8. Any information which may cause serious harm to the physical or mental
health or emotional condition of the pupil or another should not be disclosed,
nor should information that would reveal that the child is at risk of abuse, or
information relating to court proceedings.
9. If there are concerns over the disclosure of information then additional advice should be sought.
10. Where redaction (information blacked out/removed) has taken place then a full copy of the
information provided should be retained in order to establish, if a complaint is made, what was
redacted and why.
11. Information disclosed should be clear, thus any codes or technical terms will need to be clarified
and explained. If information contained within the
disclosure is difficult to read or illegible, then it should be retyped.
12. Information can be provided at the school with a member of staff on hand to help and explain
matters if requested or provided at face-to-face handover.
The views of the applicant should be taken into account when considering the
method of delivery.

Complaints
Complaints about the above procedures should be made to the Director of Qatar Academy Sidra
following the complaints framework laid out in the handbook.
Complaints which are not appropriate to be dealt with through the school’s complaint procedure can
be dealt with by the Pre-University Office. Contact details of both will be provided with the disclosure
information.
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Contacts
If you have any queries or concerns regarding these practices and procedures, then please contact
the divisional principal or the Director.
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Appendix 2
QA Sidra Complaints Framework
Stage 1 Informal Complaint Process
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Stage 2- Formal Complaint Process

Contacts
If you have any queries or concerns regarding these practices and procedures, then please contact
the divisional principal or the Director.
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